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1. Introduction. In this paper the term F-space is used to denote a a-

complete vector lattice with a weak order unit. (Other authors [8] do not

require that a vector lattice with a weak order unit be <r-complete in order to

be an F-space.) The term F-ring [2] denotes a o"-complete lattice-ordered

rings with an identity which is positive and is a weak order unit. From [8]

and [3] it follows that an F-space L with weak order unit u determines a

unique (up to an isomorphism) regular F-ring R(L, u) such that L is iso-

morphically embedded in R(L, u) and u becomes the identity of R(L, u)

under the embedding.
In [7] it is shown that an F-space L with weak order unit u can be iso-

morphically embedded in a ring N(L) of operators on L. This ring is referred

to by Nakano as the ring of dilatators on L. (See [7, §43] for definition of

dilatator.) §2 is devoted to showing that N(L) and R(L, u) are isomorphic,

as well as showing that if u and v are different weak order units of L, then

R(L, u)£*R(L, v).
In §3 certain propositions are proved which follow from the embeddability

of an F-space in an F-ring.

It is known [3] that the class of idempotents of an F-ring R forms a

o"-complete Boolean algebra. If this Boolean algebra supports a countably

additive measure ju, then the set U= {/G-R|m(V"-i (1Aw|/|))=0} is a closed

ideal of R. U is the generalization for F-rings of the family of measurable func-

tions which vanish except on a set of measure zero. In §4 properties of the

quotient F-ring R—U are discussed.

Finally in §5 we characterize the class of all bounded linear functionals

defined on a regular F-ring, as well as the class of linear functionals on an

F-space L with weak order unit u which can be extended to bounded linear

functionals on the regular F-ring R(L, u) mentioned in the first paragraph

of this Introduction.

The notation of [2] and [3] is used here; in particular: x+ = x\/0, x~

= (—x)+, |x| =x++x~, c» = V"_i (1A»|*|), and ex = l — ex. If L is an F-

space with weak order unit u, then B(L, w) = \eEL\e/\(u — e) =0} is well

known [8] to be a <r-complete Boolean algebra. If L is an F-ring and u is the

identity of L, then e/\(u — e) =0 if and only if ei = e, and hence in this case
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B(L, u) is the idempotent algebra [3] of L. An [l] /-ideal J of an F-space L

is said to be closed if anEJ for »^ 1 and V*_i a„EL imply V"_t a„EJ. A ring
ideal / of an F-ring 2? is said to be closed if it is an /-ideal which is closed.

An F-ring R is regular if for each aER there is an x such that axa — a. It is

easy to verify that for regular F-rings and bounded F-rings (those for which

the identity 1 is a strong unit [l]) all ring ideals are also /-ideals. The con-

verse here is not valid. Indeed if L is an F-space with weak order unit u and

if R(L, u) is a proper extension of L it can be shown (Theorem 3.1) that L

is an /-ideal of R(L, u) which need not be a ring ideal. In §3 it is shown

(Theorem 3.2) that a closed /-ideal of an F-ring is a ring ideal.

A maximal /-ideal (ring ideal) N of an F-space L (F-ring R) is real if the

quotient space L — N (quotient ring R — N) is isomorphic to the ordered

group (ring) of real numbers. An ideal of a Boolean algebra is said to be

closed if it is closed with respect to countable sup's. A set |eT|7£r} of non-

negative elements of an F-space is said to be orthogonal if eyi AeT,= 0 whenever

7i?^72. An F-space L is orthogonally complete [7, p. 156] if for each orthogonal

sequence {/„} of non-negative elements of L the supremum V"=i/n belongs

to L. If e is an element of a Boolean algebra then e denotes the complement

of e.
A linear functional £ on an F-space L is said to be continuous if for each

nonincreasing sequence {an} of elements of L such that AiT-i 0n = O we have

lim„ £(a„) =0. If B is a o--complete Boolean algebra, by a measure on B we

mean a functional n on B which satisfies the following conditions: (i) if

ex, e2EB and eiAe2 = 0, then /z(ei)-f/u(e2) = u(exVd), (ii) u(e)^0 for all eEB.

A measure n on B is countably additive if when {en} is an orthogonal sequence

of elements of B, then m(V"_i e„) = 23»T-i M(e»)- A measure n on B is normal

if n(l) = 1. It is clear that any nontrivial measure ju on B can be normalized

by dividing by jit(l).
2. Extensions of F-spaces. Let L be an F-space with weak order unit u.

In [8] a lattice-ordered ring R(L, u) is constructed such that L is isomorphic

to an F-subspace of R(L, u) and the image of u under this isomorphism is the

identity of R(L, u). In [3] we show that R(L, u) is a regular F-ring, and then

it is clear from the results of [3; 8] that B(L, u) is mapped onto the idem-

potent algebra of R(L, u) by this embedding isomorphism. We also show in

[3] that the mapping which carries a regular F-ring R with identity 1 into its

idempotent algebra B(R, 1) is a mapping which is one to one (up to an iso-

morphism) from the set of regular F-rings onto the set of o--complete Boolean

algebras. In addition we show that every regular F-ring can be faithfully

represented as the <r-homomorphic image of an Af-ring [2]. The "a" preceding

the word "homomorphism" indicates that this homomorphism preserves

countable sup's and inf's.

Nakano considers another method of extending an F-space. He defines

[7, §33] what he calls a completion of a <r-complete vector lattice. This com-
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pletion is an extension of the vector lattice which is unique up to an iso-

morphism. If the vector lattice is an F-space L, then the completion N(L) of

L is isomorphic to the dilatator ring of L. This result is embodied in [7,

Theorem 45.7]. The dilatators of L are discussed in [7, §§44, 45]. In order to

prove that N(L) and R(L, u) are isomorphic, we first consider the following

lemma.

Lemma 2.1. // L is an F-space with weak order units u and v, then B(L, u)

and B(L, v) are isomorphic Boolean algebras and therefore the F-rings R(L, u)

and R(L, v) are isomorphic.

Proof. Consider R(L, u) and identify L with its isomorphic copy in

R(L, u). For the remainder of this proof all elements considered are con-

sidered as elements of R(L, u). In particular any products discussed are prod-

ucts as defined in R(L, u). From [8] it follows that B(R(L, u), u) =B(L, u),

and B(L, v) is a subset of R(L, u).

The mapping e—>ve is an isomorphisn of B(L, u) onto B(L, v). Indeed, if

eEB(L, u), then ve /\(v — ve) =v[e A(u — e)] =0 and hence veEB(L, v). Since

v is a weak order unit of L it is a weak order unit of R(L, u) and hence

v~lER(L, u). The first clause of the preceding sentence follows because every

element of R(L, u) is a sup of disjoint elements of L and the second clause

follows from regularity together with the statement (valid in R(L, u)): If

a^O.b^O, then aAb = 0**ab = 0.
The existence of v~*ER(L, u) ensures that every element of B(L, v) is

the image of a unique element of B(L, u) and hence the mapping e—>z>e is

one-to-one and onto. The lattice operations are preserved because of the dis-

tributivity of multiplication with respect to the lattice operations and because

the complement of eEB(L, v) is of the form v — e.

That R(L, w)=F(Z,, v) follows from the results of [3].

Theorem 2.2. If L is an F-space with weak order unit u, the dilatator ring

N(L) of L is an F-ring which is isomorphic to R(L, u).

Proof. Since R(L, u) satisfies conditions (1) through (4) in [7, %33] it

follows that R(L, u) is a completion of L. Moreover the F-spaces R(L, u)

and N(L) are isomorphic because N(L) is a completion and [7, Theorem 33.4]

all completions of L are isomorphic. Let p be the isomorphism of R(L, u)

onto N(L). Now p(u) is a weak order unit of N(L), and B(N(L), p(u))

^B(R(L, u), u)^B(L, u). It follows from [3, Theorem 7] and from the re-

mark in the first paragraph of this section that the F-rings R(N(L), p(u)) and

R(L, u) are isomorphic.

From [7, Theorems 29.9 and 44.1] we deduce that the dilatator ring

N(L) of L possesses a multiplicative identity 1^0 which is a weak order unit.

Therefore the dilatator ring N(L) is an F-ring. Now (Lemma 2.1) F-rings

R(N(L), p(u)) and R(N(L), 1) are isomorphic. From [7, Theorem 44.1] and
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the properties of Nakano's proper spaces, it follows that every principal

ideal of N(L) is generated by an idempotent. Hence N(L) is regular and the

F-rings N(L) and R(N(L), 1) are isomorphic. Thus

R(L, u) B R(N(L), P(u)) & R(N(L), 1) S N(L).

Corollary 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for an F-space L to be

orthogonally complete is that it be possible to define a product in L which turns L

into a regular F-ring.

Proof. If L is orthogonally complete, then by the definition of completion

[7, §33] it is clear that the identity mapping on L is a completion of L. Since

[7, Theorem 33.4] the completion of L is unique, it follows that L is its own

dilatator ring. Therefore a product may be defined in L with respect to which

L forms a regular F-ring.

Conversely, if R is a regular F-ring, R=R(R, 1) and Theorem 2.2 implies

R^N(R) and hence R is orthogonally complete.

3. Some properties of F-spaces. This section is devoted to the study of

some properties of F-spaces which follow from their embeddability in F-rings.

Let L stand for an F-space with weak order unit 1. Since L is an F-

subspace of R(L, 1), certain pairs a, b of elements of L have the property

that their product ab in R(L, 1) also belongs to L. Again we identify L with

its isomorphic copy in R(L, 1).

Theorem 3.1. The F-space L is an l-ideal of R(L, 1), and if a, bEL and

\a\ ^X-1 for some X>0, then abEL.

Proof. L is clearly a subspace of R(L, 1); in order to show that it is an

/-ideal we must prove that aER(L, 1), bEL, and Oga^ | b\ imply aEL. The

element aER(L, 1) is the sup of a sequence of elements of L [l, p. 251],

and since L is cr-complete, aEL. Therefore L is an /-ideal of R(L, 1).

To prove the second part of the theorem, note that \|Z>| EL and |a£>|

2£X| b\. Hence abEL because L is an /-ideal of R(L, 1).

Theorem 3.2. Let M be a closed l-ideal of L and let bEM. If aEL and
abEL, then abEM; hence closed l-ideals of F-rings are ring ideals.

Proof. Assume a^O and b^O. Then for each integer w^O,

a„ = a[e(a-n)+ — e(„-B+i)+] b ^ nb.

Since an is dominated by an element nbEM, anEM for all «S|0. Therefore

ab = ViT-i anb belongs to M.

If a and b are not non-negative, then abEL implies |a/>|£L. Since

a+b+, a~b~, a+b~, and a~b+ are all dominated by \ab\ EL, it follows that each

belongs to L and therefore each belongs to M.

Theorem 3.3. The correspondence c6: M-^MCsL is a one-to-one mapping of

the closed maximal ideals of R(L, 1) onto the closed maximal l-ideals of L. The
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inverse of </> care be written <p~l: M—>(Mr\B(L, \))R(L, 1) where AR(L, 1)

stands for the (ring) ideal of R(L, 1) generated by the set A QR(L, 1).

Proof. For the remainder of this proof we use the notation R for R(L, 1)

and B for B(L, 1), and again L is identified with its isomorphic copy in R. Let

ft stand for the class of closed maximal ideals of R and let ft' stand for the

class of closed maximal /-ideals of L.

In order to show 0(12) CP/ consider L — MC\L where MGft; this ordered

group is isomorphic to the ordered group [L + ilf] — M because M is an

/-ideal. In [2, p. 677] it is shown that R-\-M = R where R signifies the F-ring

composed of those elements bER for which a X>0 exists such that |&|

gX • 1. Since L Z> R, it follows that L + M=R and [L + M] - M is an ordered

group [2, Theorem 5] which is isomorphic to G, the ordered group of real

numbers. Therefore L — MC\L and G are ordered group-isomorphic, and since

G has no proper /-ideals, MC\LE®■

To show </>(ft) 2ft' and <p o $_1 is the identity mapping on ft', let M'Gft'-

Then M'(~\B is a closed maximal ideal of B. By [4, Lemma 2] M = (MT\B)R

is a closed maximal ideal of R. Both propositions to be proved are valid if the

sets MC\L and M' are equal. Since R is regular, every element aER has the

property aEM if and only if eaEMT\B, and because of Theorem 3.2 every

element aEL has the property aEM' if and only if eaEMT\B. From these

two statements it is easy to deduce that MC\L — M'.

Since it is a trivial consequence of [4, Lemma 2] that <j>~1(&')CQ, the

theorm follows if it can be shown that r/>~'(ft') 2ft and <f>~1 o<pis the identity

mapping on ft. Let ME®. Then MC\LE<f>(^) and <jrl(Mr\L) = (MC\L(^B)R
= (MC\B)R = M by [4, Lemma 2]. Therefore <p-\W)^Sl, 0"1 o tf>(M) = M
for all MGft, and the theorem follows.

Corollary 3.4. If M' is a closed maximal l-ideal of L, then L — M' is iso-

morphic to the ordered group G of real numbers.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, M' = MC\L where M is a closed maximal ideal

of R(L, 1). In the proof of Theorem 3.3 it is shown that L — MC\L is isomorphic

to G.

Corollary 3.5. An F-space L is isomorphic to an F-space of measurable

functions if and only if the intersection of the class ft' of all its closed maximal

l-ideals is the zero ideal.

Proof. Consider the class <f>~l(Q') =ft. The set 7 = fty-1(ft') is an /-ideal of

R(L, 1). Therefore aG-f implies \a\ AlG-f, but \a\ AI is an element of L

and hence |a|AlGnft'. By hypothesis |a|Al=0, and since 1 is a weak

order unit of R(L, 1) we have a = 0. Therefore Dft= {o} and [2, Theorem 7]

R(L, 1) is isomorphic to an F-ring of measurable functions. The corollary then

follows immediately.
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An F-space L (Boolean algebra B) is m-complete, where m is a cardinal

number larger than or equal to Ho, provided every subset A of L(B) which is

bounded above by an element of L(B) and has power less than or equal to m

has a supremum in L(B).

Theorem 3.6. If L is an F-space with weak order unit 1, then B(L, 1) is an

m-complete Boolean algebra if and only if L is an m-complete F-space.

Proof. If B(L, 1) is m-complete, then it can be verified directly from

Olmsted's definition of R(L, 1) that R(L, 1) is an m-complete F-ring. Since

L is an /-ideal (Theorem 3.1) of R(L, 1) it follows that the supremum of any

set A (| A | ^ m) of elements of L bounded above by an element of L belongs to

L and hence L is m-complete.

It is clear that the m-completeness of L implies the m-completeness of

B(L, 1).
An F-space L (Boolean algebra B) is complete provided L(B) is m-complete

for each cardinal number m.

Corollary 3.7. If L is an F-space with weak order unit 1, then B(L, 1) is

complete if and only if K is complete.

4. Functionals on F-rings and measures on Boolean algebras. Let L be

an F-space with weak order unit 1. If ju is a non-negative (continuous) linear

functional on L, then the restriction of ju to B(L, 1) is a (countably additive)

measure on B(L, 1). Of course not every (countably additive) measure on

B(L, 1) is a restriction of a non-negative (continuous) linear functional on L.

It is sometimes of interest to consider those F-spaces L for which a countably

additive measure n can be defined on B(L, 1) and to form the quotient space

of L by the /-ideal U composed of those elements fEL which are the abstract

counterpart of functions nonvanishing on a set of measure zero. Let U

= jgELIix(ee) =0). It is clear that if L is an F-space of measurable functions,

then U is the set of all elements of L which vanish on the complement of a

set A such that n(xA) =0.

Let R be an F-ring and let B=B(R, 1). Assume ju is a countably additive

normal measure on B. It is clear that there is no loss in generality in assuming

H normal.

Theorem 4.1. If U= {aER\ti(ea) =0}, then the following statements are

valid:

(1) U is a closed ideal of R.

(2) R—U is a complete regular F-ring.

(3) If d stands for the image of aER under the natural homomorphism

R-^R— U and if by definition ft(&) =m(o) where aEdf\B, then ft is a normal
positive countably additive measure on B(R—U, 1).

Remark. A measure u on a Boolean algebra B is positive if /*(a)=0 if

and only if a = 0.
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Proof. (1) First we show that U is an /-ideal. By definition aEU if and

only if eaEU. Therefore since aEU, bER such that |&|^|a| implies

bEU. Since for aj^O the equation ea = eaa is valid, aEU implies aaEU for

all real numbers a. Let/, gEU. Then |/+g| ^2(|/| V|g|) and hence e</+»)

^e/Ve„. Therefore n(e(j+g)) =0 and U is an /-ideal.

To show U is closed Iet/„£ U for «^ 1 and let/= V"_i/„ belong to R. It

is a matter of direct verification to show that V"=i «/„ = «/• Since n(ef)

^ 23"-i /*(«/„). it follows that n(ef) =0 and /G £/.
That (7 is a closed ring ideal of R then follows from Theorem 3.2.

(2) The results of [3, Theorem 2] imply that R— U is a regular F-ring.

Since the quotient Boolean algebra B/BC\Uand B(R— U, 1) are isomorphic,

it follows from [9, Theorem 4.7] that B(R— U, 1) is a complete Boolean alge-

bra. Corollary 3.7 yields the result that R—U is complete.

(3) The functional ft. is well defined on B = B(R— U, 1). Indeed for each

dEB ii a, bEaT\B, then \a-b\ =(a-af\b)+(b-a/\b)EU and so a-a/\b
and b — a/\b both belong to U. Since for each aEB we have a = ea, it follows

that n(a — a/\b)=ii(b — a/\b)=§. Therefore pt(a) = n(a/\b) = n(b).

fX is clearly normal, positive, and finitely additive. To prove that fi is

countably additive, let {in} be an orthogonal sequence of elements of B.

Since U is a closed ideal of R, an orthogonal sequence {e„} can be constructed

in B such that e„ maps into e„ under the natural homomorphism of R onto

R—U. Indeed, let {bn} be a sequence of idempotents of R such that bn—*$„

under the natural homomorphism. Let \]i represent this natural homomor-

phism; then \p(bn) =e„. For each pair m, n (m^n), bn/\bn = kmn and kmn = knm

belongs to UC\B. Therefore yp(bnkmn)=\p(bn), yl/(bmkmn)-\p(bm), and (bnkmn)

A(bmkmn)=0- Now k = V„,m kmn belongs to U and k^kmn for m^l, w^l.

Therefore \p(bnk) =\p(bn) for all «3il and t>„^A&m^ = 0 if m^n. Thus if

en = bnk, {en} is the required orthogonal sequence.

It is now clear that

'ti*)-'(i-)"-»(i>)
00 00

= 23 ̂(g») - 23 a(A),
n-1 n=l

and hence fi is countably additive.

We return to the consideration of non-negative linear functionals on an

F-space L with weak order unit 1.

Theorem 4.2. If fx is a non-negative continuous linear functional on L, then

m(|/|)-o«*m«/)-o.
Proof. Suppose/*(|/|) =0. Then n(n\f\ AI) =0. The sequence e>-«|/| AI

is a nonincreasing sequence with infimum zero. Therefore lim„ u(ej — n\f\ /\1)

= lim„ [fi(ef) -n(n\f\ AI)] =m(*/) -Km. m(»|/| AI) =fi(ef)=0.
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Conversely, suppose u(e/)=0. Then /x(re|/| A1)=0 for all re and hence

ju(a|/| A1)=0 for all a = 0. This then implies that u(\f\ A«1)=0 for all

a = 0. Again |/| — |/| A«-1 is a nonincreasing sequence with infimum zero, so

lim, M( |/| -1/| A« 1)=0 and hence m( |/| )=0.

Theorem 4.3. If p. is a non-negative continuous linear functional on L, then

(1) F= {fEL\p.(|/|) = 0} is a closed l-ideal of L.
(2) L—V is a complete F-space.

(3) If &EL —V is the image of aEL under the natural homomorphism of L

onto L—V, then if by definition p(d) =u(a), it follows that p. is a continuous

positive linear functional on L—V.

Proof. (1) By Theorem 4.2, V={fER(L, l)\p(ef)=0}r\L where L is
identified with its isomorphic copy in R(L, 1). Therefore V is a closed /-ideal

by Theorem 4.1.
(2) It is easy to verify that L— V is an F-space with weak order unit 1.

Since V(~\B(L, 1) is the set of elements of B(L, 1) with measure zero,

B(L, \)/VC\B(L, 1) is [9, Theorem 4.7] a complete Boolean algebra, and

since B = B(L- V, i) is isomorphic to B(L, \)/V(~\B(L, 1), it follows that B

is complete. Hence L—V is complete (Corollary 3.7).

(3) juis well defined on L— Vbecause x, yEx implies |x—y| GO and hence

u(\x—y|)=0. Therefore p.(x)=p(y). The functional p. is clearly linear and

positive. To show it is continuous let {x„} be a nonincreasing sequence of ele-

ments in L—V such that A^-i xn = 0. A sequence {xn} is contained in L such

that x„G*n and x„ = 0 for all re^l.

Let yn = A"-i xk. Then it is clear that $n = xn and that y = A»=i yn belongs

to 0. Therefore {s,,} where zn = yn — y is a sequence of elements of L such that

zn^0, z„ = z„+i, znExH for all re=l, and A"=iZ„ = 0. Now limn/x(z„)=0 and

hence lim„ p(xn) =0 and the continuity of p, is established.

Remark. Part (2) of the above proof can be established directly from part

(3). Indeed, the positiveness of p. can be shown to imply that B is complete.

Furthermore, if L is an F-space with weak order unit 1 and B(L, 1) supports

a positive measure, then L and R(L, 1) are complete [9, Theorem 4.7 and

Corollary 3.7].

5. Bounded linear functionals on regular F-rings. A linear functional £

defined on an F-space L is bounded if bounded sets of elements of L are car-

ried by £ into bounded sets of real numbers. It is well known [7] that every

such bounded linear functional is the difference of two non-negative linear

functionals.

Let fibea nontrivial non-negative linear functional defined on a regular

F-ring R with identity 1. The following lemmas are used for the characteriza-

tion of the class of bounded linear functionals on R.

Lemma 5.1. 7/ \en} is an orthogonal sequence of idempotents of R, then

m(c«) = 0 for all re larger than some fixed n0.
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Proof. Suppose there is an orthogonal sequence {e„} of idempotents of R

such that n(en(,K))^0 for an infinite sub-sequence (w(A')} of the natural

numbers. Since R is orthogonally complete (Corollary 2.3), the element

00

g =   V  e„(K)/»(en(K))

belongs to R. Thus we find that n(g)z-\n for all »§£l which contradicts the

hypothesis that fi is defined throughout R.

Lemma 5.2. The restriction of /i to B = B(R, 1) is a countably additive meas-

ure.

Proof. (This proof is essentially due to Mackey [6].) Let {en\ be an

orthogonal sequence of idempotents of R. Then (Lemma 5.1) n(en)=0 for n

larger than some natural number no. Since ai(V"_! en— 23n-i en) =M(V"_ie„)

— 23S°-i f-(en), it is only necessary to show that

m(  V en- 230 = 0;
\n=l n=l      /

thus no generality is lost in considering the case where u(en) =0 for all n^ 1.

The element g=Vn_1we„ exists in R because R is orthogonally complete

(Corollary 2.3). Therefore

m /   oo m       \

g — 23 kek =S m (  V e„ — 23 ek ),

and hence u(g) ^m^(V"_i e„) for all m^ 1. Thus ju(V"_i e„) =0, and u is count-

ably additive.

Let U?= {aER\^(ea)=0}. Since yt is a countably additive measure, C/M

is a closed ideal of R and hence R^R—U^ possesses the properties indicated

in Theorem 4.1. Let a stand for the image of aER under the natural homo-

morphism of R onto R = R— £/„.

Lemma 5.3. The Boolean algebra B = B(&, 1) is atomic and the set of all its

atoms is finite.

Proof. To show B is atomic, first note that ascending (descending) chains

of elements of B have finite length. This follows from Lemma 5.1 because if

{e„} is an ascending chain of elements of B, then {e„+i — e„} is an orthogonal

sequence and if ft is the positive countably additive measure on B induced

by n (see Theorem 4.1), then #(en+i — $„) =0 for n>n0. Therefore e„0+i

= e„0+2= • • • and the chain {l„} has finite length. A similar proof can be

given for descending chains.

Since descending chains have finite length, it follows that every element

covers an atom of B and hence B is atomic. Similarly since ascending chains

have finite length there can be at most a finite set of atoms in R.
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Now it is possible to characterize the bounded linear functionals on R.

Theorem 5.4. Every nontrivial bounded linear functional on R is a finite

linear combination of ring-homomorphisms of R onto the real field.

Proof. Since every bounded linear functional on R is the difference of two

non-negative linear functionals, the theorem will follow in general if it can be

proved for non-negative linear functionals. Let p. be a nontrivial non-negative

linear functional. From Lemma 5.2 it follows that p, is a countably additive

measure on B(R, 1). If we adopt the conventions stated in the paragraph

preceding Lemma 5.3, then it is clear from Lemma 5.3 that R = R—Ui,is the

F-ring of ordered w-tupples of real numbers for some fixed re and that the

atoms &i, • • • , dn of B = B(R, 1) form a basis of R.

Let jX(d) =p,(a) by definition. Since we have not proved that p, is a con-

tinuous linear functional on R, we cannot use Theorem 4.3 to establish that

fi is a linear functional on R. We can however show # has these properties by

a slightly different method. First, p. is well defined. Indeed, if a, bE&, then

\a — o| GO and hence p(i\a-b\) =0. Since \a — &|e|„_&| = \a — b\, it follows by

the Cauchy inequality that

0£p(\a-b\)£(p(\a-b |2))i'*(M(e|0_6|))i/2 = 0

and hence p,(a) =p.(b). The linearity of p, is a direct consequence of the result

that Up is an ideal.

Since the atoms d\, • • • , a„ of B form a basis of i? every element a of A

can be written

n

d = 22 a*fl*i
t-i

and

n

jtt(a) = X) <*kfi(ak).
t-i

If we define (pk(d) =ak, then it is clear that each <pk is a ring-homomorphism of

R onto the real field. Thus fi(d) is a finite linear combination of ring-homo-

morphisms:

m = i: <i>k(dMdk).
k-l

Let $*(a) =</>*(a) where aGl Then <i>* is a ring-homomorphism of R onto the

real field and by the definition of ft,

n

p(a) = p(a) = I/i(4)**W.
k-l
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Therefore p. is a finite linear combination of ring-homomorphisms and the

proof is complete.

The following theorem is an important result in the theory of F-rings. A

proof appears elsewhere [4] but the present proof is included because of its

simplicity.

Theorem 5.5. If M is a real maximum ideal of R, then M is closed.

Proof. Let a(M) designate the real number associated with aER under

the homomorphism of R onto R — M. Then p(a)=a(M) is a non-negative

linear functional on R. By Lemma 5.2, p. is a countably additive two-valued

measure on B=B(R, 1). The ideal M(~\B of B is therefore closed, and hence

[4, Lemma 2 ] the ideal M is also closed.

From [2, Theorem 5] it follows that if R is a regular F-ring, then a

maximal ideal of R is closed if and only if it is real. The following corollary

is a direct consequence of this remark and Theorem 5.4.

Corollary 5.6. If B(R, 1) contains no closed maximal ideals, then there

are no bounded linear functionals defined on R.

It is possible to provide a large class of examples of regular F-rings which

have only the trivial bounded linear functional defined on them. A measurable

space (ft, ft) is said to have property (U) if every nontrivial countably addi-

tive two-valued measure v on the <r-algebra ft is fixed, that is, there exists a

point £>Gft such that v(A) — \ if and only if pEA. Examples of measurable

spaces with property (U) are:

(i) Ulam spaces, that is, those where | ft | is nonmeasurable and ft is the set

of all subsets of ft.

(ii) The Lebesgue measurable space, that is the space where ft designates

the unit interval and ft the collection of all Lebesgue measurable subets of ft.

That the Lebesgue measurable space has property (U) follows from the

nested intervals theorem.

(iii) The measurable space where ft is both a F-space and a Q-space [5]

and ft is the c-algebra of all open-closed subsets of ft. This space has property

(U) by Theorem 5.5 and [2, Theorem 5].

If (ft, ft) is a measurable space with property (U) and 21 is a closed ideal

of ft with the property that the union of its elements is ft, then the quotient

Boolean algebra ft/% is <r-complete. The assumption of the existence of a

closed maximal ideal of ft/%, implies the existence of a closed maximal ideal

2J2 of ft with the property that the union of the elements of ffl is ft, and this

then implies that there exists a nonfixed countably additive two-valued

measure on ft. Let R be a regular F-ring for which B(R, 1) is isomorphic to

ft/%. From [3] it follows that R is unique up to an isomorphism and (Corol-

lary 5.6) there are no nontrivial bounded linear functionals on R.
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The following theorem is a direct consequence of the above remarks.

Theorem 5.7. 7-e/ (ft, %) be a measurable space with property (U) and let

21 be a closed ideal of % such that U2I = ft. If R is a regular F-ring with identity
1 such that B(R, 1) is isomorphic to the quotient a-complete Boolean algebra

5/21, then R possesses only the trivial bounded linear functional.

A characterization of those linear functionals on an F-space L with weak

order unit 1 which can be extended to bounded linear functionals on R(L, 1)

can now be given. Let ft' stand for the class of closed maximal /-ideals of L

and let F(ft') stand for the class of finite linear combinations of linear func-

tionals yM on L with kernels M in ft'. It is a simple matter to verify that

F(ft') forms a complete vector lattice under the order relation: 23"-i ««YJf< = 0

if and only if a,- ̂  0 for 1 ̂  i ^ n.

Theorem 5.8. A linear functional uon L can be extended to a bounded linear

functional on R(L, 1) if and only if (j,EF(Slr).

Proof. If /iGF(ft'), then n= 23?-1 ".T^ where Af.-Gft'. By Theorem 3.3
there is a one-to-one mapping <p: S—>Sr\L of the class of closed maximal ideals

of R(L, 1) onto ft'. From Theorem 4.2 it follows that 7m,(1) ^0 for all 1 £*;£«

because 7Af;(l) =0 implies 7m,(|/| ) =0 for all fEL. Let ju* be the bounded

linear functional on R(L, 1) which has the form:

n

H* = 23 «<-7^(l)-7«-i(Afi)
»-i

where 7*-1(iu\) designates the ring-homomorphism associated with the closed

(real) maximal ideal <b~l(Mi) of R(L, 1).

The restriction of (i* to L is the functional y,. To show this, note that for

x, yEL, x—yEMi if and only if x—yE</>~1(Mi) and that if 7* is used to
designate 7*_1(Mi), then x— 7*(x) • lE<t>~1(Mi). Here again L is identified

with its isomorphic copy in R(L, 1). Since 7*(x)lG7, we have

x-7,*(x)lGil74

and hence 7Af^(x) = yf(x)y'kfi(l). Thus for xEL,

n

II*(x)   =   23 <XilMi(x)   = u(x).
t-1

Conversely if n is a nontrivial functional on L which has a bounded linear

extentionju*toi?(7,1), then there exists (Theorem 5.4) a set {Jl7i,J72, • • ■ ,Mn}

of closed maximal ideals of R(L, 1) such that

n

fi* = 23 "'"v*,.
i-X
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Here y%{ is the ring-homomorphism of R(L, 1) associated with the closed

ideal Mi. The restriction of y%t to L is of the form y^M^ and hence

H= 22i-i <*a*Wi)- Therefore juGF(ft').
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